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ederal estate tax returns are rich source of in- general power of appointment and certain

formation on the assets and liabilities associated transfers made during life

with decedents as well as data on beneficiaries

of estates When linked with income tax data for the Expenses and losses incurred in the administration

decedents and their beneficiaries the resulting data base of the estate funeral costs and the decedents debts are

provides unique opportunity to study variety of im- allowed as deductions against the estate for the purpose

portant economic issues relating to the transfer of wealth of calculating the tax liability deduction is allowed for

and the accumulation of capital However in creating the full value of bequests to the surviving spouse includ

such complex linked data base it is inevitable that ing bequests in which the spouse is given only life in-

for variety of reasons number of records would terest subject to certain restrictions Bequests to quali

be missing fled charities are also fully deductible

In this paper we detail steps taken to weight the The Statistics of Income Division SO of the In-

linked files We adjust the linked record weights in two ternal Revenue Service selects sample of Federal es

stages First an adjustment factor is created to balance tate tax returns filed during the calendar year as part of

to the original population totals essentially treating un- its annual estate study These data are used for budget

matched records as non-respondents Next we employ analysis tax law evaluation and other economic stud-

auxiliary data post-stratification and raking to adjust the ies From time to time subsample of estate tax re

sampling weights and then compare those results to es- turns collectively referred to as an estate collation

timates from other administrative record sources study is selected for further processing

Background The collation subsample is designed to collect addi

tional data on decedents and the beneficiaries of their

The Federal estate tax is tax on the transfer of estates Some of these data are drawn from Form 706

assets from decedents estate to its beneficiaries and and supplemented with information provided in wills and

is therefore levied on the estate It is not an inheritance trust documentation Income tax data from Form 1040

tax The estate tax the gift tax and the generation- for both decedents and beneficiaries are also linked to

skipping transfer tax together form the Federal unified data from the Federal estate tax return Bequest data

transfer tax system This system taxes transfers made combined with income data for beneficiaries can be used

by individuals both during life and at death to study bequest patterns and motives see Joulfaian

1994 as well as to better understand the effects of in-

Federal estate tax return Form 706 must be filed heritances on certain beneficiary behaviors see Mikow

for every U.S decedent whose
gross estate valued on and Berkowitz 2000 Income tax data linked to estate

the date of death combined with certain gifts made by tax data for decedents can be used to study such issues

the decedent equals or exceeds the filing threshold
ap- as the relationship between realized income and wealth

plicable for the decedents year of death The return see Steuerle 1985 and the usefulness of the life-cycle

must be filed within months of decedents death model of savings for explaining bequest behavior see

unless 6-month extension is requested and granted Modigliani 1988
All of decedents assets as well as the decedents

share ofjointly owned and community property assets The Data

are included in the
gross estate for tax purposes and

reported on Form 706 Also reported are most life in- The design for the 1992 Estate Collation Study had

surance proceeds property over which the decedent four main stages starting with the selection of the Sta
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tistics of Income 1992 Estate Tax Return Study sample random number based on an encryption of the SSN see

This sample of Federal estate tax returns filed between Harte 1986 Sample rates were preset based on the

1992 and 1994 inclusive was designed for use in esti- desired sample size and an estimate of the population

mating both tax revenues in all calendar years and They ranged from percent to 100 percent with more

personal wealth holdings for 1992 decedents The 3- than half of the strata selected with certainty These

year sample period was devised to ensure that nearly all samples were limited to returns filed for decedents with

returns filed for 1992 decedents would be subjected to total
gross

estates of at least $600000 the estate tax

sampling given the long lag that can occur between filing threshold in effect for this period Of the 28530

decedents death and the filing of an estate tax return returns sampled between 1992 and 1994 11943 were

due to extensions The design had three stratification for decedents who died in 1992

variables size of total
gross estate age at death and

year of death Total gross estate the sum of all the Collation Study Data

asset valuations was chosen as stratifier to satisfy the

first use estimating tax revenue and was limited to five subset of returns filed for decedents who died in

categories 1992 and for whom an estate tax return was filed in

either 1992 or 1993 was selected for inclusion in the

$600000 under $1 million 1992 Estate Collation Study The subsample was lim

ited to these study years because of time restrictions

$1 million under $2 million
for extracting the particular IRS Master File data in which

$2millionunder$Smillion we were interested Because one study goal was to

examine the relationship between income and wealth for

$5 million under $10 millionand
decedents it was necessary to have income data for at

$10 million or more minimum the last full year prior to death The source

records on the Individual Master File IMF that we re

Age was selected as stratifier in part because quired were only retained for those posting in the cur-

personal wealth estimation is based on death rates which rent calendar year and the immediately previous years

are closely correlated with age The decedents age at other types of records had longer retentions but con-

death was disaggregated into five categories less than tamed insufficient data for our needs Thus in order to

40 40 under 50 50 under 65 65 under 75 and 75 or acquire Tax Year 1991 individual return filings submit-

older including age unknown The year-of-death van- ted in 1992 we had to cut off our selection for this

able was separated into two categories based on whether collation study after the Calendar Year 1993 Form 706

the year of death was 1992 or another year This outline selections Estate tax returns filed during 1994 for de

was designed in late 1990 and implemented in 1992 with cedents who died during 1992 had to be ignored in the

minor sampling rate changes for non-1992 decedent sampling process This truncation of the sample period

strata in Calendar Years 1993 and 1994 The sampling however introduced significant bias since complex es

probabilities for the 20 strata for 1992 decedent estates tate tax returns especially those for large estates take

were not changed over the sampling period the most time to prepare Much of the work documented

in the rest of the paper focuses on trying to reduce the

Estate tax returns were sampled during administra- effects of this bias on estimates generated from the col

tive processing without regard to the possibility of any lation data base

audit examination portion of the sample was selected

because the decedents Social Security number SSN In focusing on returns filed for 1992 decedents we

ending digits corresponded with those in the Social Sc- eliminate 20 strata from the original estate study sample

curityAdministrations Continuous Work History Sample The sample of 1992 decedents was itself further reduced

CWHS However the majority of returns were se- from that of the original SOl sample of estate tax re

lected on flow basis using Bernoulli sampling method turns for several reasons First our sponsor the Trea

The actual sampling mechanism creates permanent sury Departments Office of Tax Analysis was prima
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rily interested in the larger estates due to their expecta- collation study sample weight we further post-stratified

tion that only larger amounts passed to heirs would have on binazy variable indicating whether or not an estate

discernable impact on their behaviors Second some had reported tax liability Note that in both cases of

of the individual income tax return data were to be col- post-stratification we had the population from which the

lected by taking advantage of the Statistics of Income sample was drawn to tally for the strata totals Figure

Individual Programs panel selection procedures This compares selected estimates using the final weighted

panel operation was an adjunct to the standard stratified collation study decedent data with those from the full

Bernoulli sampling that is the mainstay of that series weighted 3-year estate study file

There was however limit on the number of SSNs

that could be added to that operation due to hardware
Figure Mean Values for Selected

constraints The subsample rates ranged from
per- Variables 3-Year Sample vs Collation

cent to 100 percent Returns that indicated that dece- Sam pie

denthadmadebequeststolivingbeneficiariesbutfor
2000

which important bequest information was not reported

were rejected fromthe final dataset

-I-- ----

At that point we had two sampling processes and

oneframeconstraintthataffectedthe sample Inaddi- iooo-1-- ---

tion there was one other administrative issue that should

500i-- --- ---
be considered Due to the way that SO computer op
erations are planned programmed and tested the sample ______

rates are developed almost 18 months prior to imple

mentation based on desired sample size and filing pro-

jections that are developed using prior-year data How- Total gross Distributable Bequests to Bequests to

estate estate spouse charity
ever there was recession in 1992 which diminished ___________________________

the value of many estates Thus our actual sample was 3-year Sample Collation Sample

smaller than expected both for the basic estate study

and the collation study The final collation study sample
Decedent 1040 Files

contained 4525 decedent records These estates re

ported 22000 beneficiaries including some beneficia
For decedents in the 1992 Estate Collation Study

ries whose bequests were contingent on either the death

or coming of age of other more primary beneficiaries
income tax data were obtained from the IMF for the

tax period ending December31 1991 the last full year

Base Weights prior to decedents death The data available were

limited to those necessary for effective tax administra

To calculate base collation study weight we needed tion Income tax data were available for 3767 of the

to consider all the mechanisms that were actually in- 4525 decedents in the collation sample linkage rate of

volved in selecting the subsample In order to account 89.5 percent Linkage rates varied substantially by sex

for the truncation of the sampling period we post-strati-
and sample code decade ago the IRS administrative

fled to the existing 3-year strata population counts How- records processing system for Individual Income Tax

ever this did not fully address the reason that some re- Returns did not include provision for ensuring the qual

turns are filed later than others Discussions with estate ity of the secondary or spousal SSN Since the spousal

tax practitioners revealed that returns reporting sig- SSN on the tax form is usually that of the wife we felt

nificant tax liability take the longest to prepare since that an adjustment to the weights had to be made along

several valuation experts may be consulted prior to de-
gender lines to compensate for the higher level of non

tennining final asset values in order to minimize as much matches Indeed while almost 90 percent of the returns

as legally possible the tax liability Thus to calculate filed for male decedents could be matched to Tax Year
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1991 Form 1040 return the link rate for female dece- Figure Mean Value for Selected

dents was only slightly more than 70 percent Varialies Collation Dececnt SamIe

1040 Linked File

Refiningthis further we found that 92 percent of 2000

the male decedents with taxable estates and 88 percent

ofthemale non-taxable estateswerematched This is ioo -____

not an important difference Only slightly lower than

those groups were the non-taxable estates of females
1000 _____

However as Figure shows the largest difference was _____
in the case of the taxable estates of female decedents _____
whose records had match rate of only 35 percent In

500 ---_____ ---

fact we were able to match only 18 percent of records

for the estates of women with taxable estates valued -_____ -._____

between $2 million and $5 million This is partly due to Total gross Distributable Bequests to Bequests to

the very small samples in this category which totaled
estate estate spouse charity

only about 100 across the five size categories Collation sample Sample with Linked i040

Figure Matching Rates for Decedents

100%
______

essaryto collect data from Form 1040 filed prior to

75% receiving an mheritance to use as baseline and similar

return data reflecting income after the receipt of the in-

50% heritance For the 1992 Estate Collation Study we se

lected beneficiary income tax returns for tax periods
25%

ending in 1992 baseline and 1995 to see any effects

of inheritance.4
0%

$oOOK $1M $2M $5M SlUM

Urd $1M Urd 52M Urd $5M Urela SlUM or rrore The 1040 data for collation study beneficiaries were

Gross estate size class collected from two sources Data for 1992 came from

Female Taxable Female Non-Taxable the IRS Il\4F for returns filed during Calendar Years 1992

Male Taxable ŁMaie Non-Taxable and 1993 with tax periods ending December 31 1992

Weight adjustments for the matched 1040 returns the year of our decedents deaths Data for tax periods

were thus calculated within the original sample strata ending December31 1995 came from returns filed dur

post-stratified by gender and tax status In several in- ing Calendar Years 1995 and 1996 and were collected

stances samples were very small making it necessary as part of the SO Individual Income Tax data
pro-

to collapse strata Wherever possible strata were col- gram Linkages were initially based on SSN matches

lapsed across tax status rather than sample code to pre-
and were confirmed by comparing name information

serve the original sample probabilities In some cases present on Form 706 with that on Form 1040 Contin

small samples required additional aggregation The re- gent beneficiaries those whose inheritances were con

sulting adjustments were applied to the collation study ditioned on the death coming of age or disclaimer of

base weights Figure compares selected estimates another beneficiary were not considered in this analysis

using the final weighted collation study decedent data

with those from the weight-adjusted linked 1040 file.3 There were 10983 beneficiaries for whom income

tax information was available for tax periods ending 1992

Beneficiary 1040 Files and 1995 linkage rate of 55.1 percent much lower

than that of decedents The actual linkage rates varied

For the purposes of studying the income effects if substantially by sample code An adjustment similar to

any that arise from receiving an inheritance it was nec- that calculated for the decedent 1040 data was indicated
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However in this case there were additional possible indicator as to whether or not beneficiary had died

explanations for non-matches First for some benefi- prior to 1995 were selected randomly with replacement

ciaries the preparer may have refused to provide an from the donor cells Once this was completed an ex

SSN since it is not used for tax administration purposes amination of the data suggested that beneficiary who

Second for beneficiaries whose bequests were in the was at least 18 in 1992 could have reasonably been cx-

form of trust the entity identification number EIN pected to file in both periods Consequently beneficia

associated with the trust may have been reported in- ries whose actual or imputed ages were less than 18

stead of the beneficiarys SSN Third transcription er- were dropped from the analysis as were those who had

rors introduced either during the preparation of the origi- died prior to 1995 These constraints reduced the origi

nal return or during data collection were also possible nal sample of 19926 to 18663 non-contingent benefi

Additionally some beneficiaries may have been too young ciaries of 1992 estates for whom 1040 data would have

to have ever filed income tax returns in one or both pe- been expected

nods while others who had filed in 1992 mayhave died

before 1995 These last possibilities introduce some Initial weight adjustments were calculated within the

uncertainty as to the exact population of beneficiaries original decedent sample code thus preserving the origi

for whom Form 1040 data should have been available nal probabilities of selection and were then post-strati-

The first step in calculating final weights for this file fled by tax status The resulting initial weights were

then was to determine the appropriate population to use applied to the file and weighted frequency estimates were

in adjusting the base weights generated by relationship to the decedent Figure

shows that there were significant differences between

In determining the population of beneficiaries whom the weighted estimates by relationship category for the

we believed should have filed Form 1040 in both pen- full beneficiary sample and those produced from the

ods it was necessary to know the age of each benefi- linked sample Thus ratio raking was indicated In ad

ciary An individuals date of birth was available from dition to adjusting by relationship we examined the pos
Social Security Administration SSA records and was sibility of separating the data further by tax status and

automatically present for nearly all beneficiaries for gender Further analysis however indicated that the

whom Form 1040 for either 1992 or 1995 was avail- decedents sex was not related to the non-response bias

able For the remaining beneficiaries for whom seem- thus only relationship and tax status were used For

ingly valid SSN had been reported we tried linking to an some relationship categories the sample was too small

SSA file known as the Data Master One DM1 file So these were combined with similar relationship cat-

which contained dates of birth Of the 8940 non- egories for adjustment purposes Adjustments were

matched beneficiaries we were able to obtain DM1
file match for 2200 Thus age was still missing for the

5295 beneficiaries for whom no SSN had been reported FigureD Frequency Estimates Before Raking Adjust-

as well as for the 1445 beneficiaries for whom seem-
ments

ingly valid TIN had been reported but for whom no link- Relationship Full Linked Percent

age to either 1040 data or the DM1 file was possible
to sample 1040 sample under/over

decedent estunate estimate estimate

An examination of the distribution of few key van- Surviving Spouse 27023 35274 30.5

ables suggested that there was no significant difference
Child 64946 74835 15.2

between the groups of beneficiaries for whom age was
Grandchild 22689 23248 2.5

Sibling 11449 156 -20.0
known and those for whom age was missing In the

Niece/nephew 36541 37294 2.1

absence of any systematic bias lt was possible to im
Parents 1329 777 -41.5

pute missmg ages using the hotdeck imputation method
Other relative 26352 19116 -27.5

see Hinkins and Scheuren 1986 Donor cells were
Not related/unknown 26953 14823 -45.0

created based on beneficiarys relationship to dece-
Total number of beneficiaries 217282 214523 -1.3

dent and the decedents age Beneficiary age and an
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calculated and applied to the previously adjusted weights was significantly lower than the value estimated using

The counts by sample code and tax status were then the full beneficiary sample file see Figure This bias

reproduced using the now twice adjusted weights Two was not surprising given that while only beneficiaries

more rounds of raking adjustments were made each time with an SSN were included in the linked data file trust

adjusting first within the sample code and tax status and EN was very often reported instead of an SSN when

then within the collapsed relationship category At this beneficiarys entire bequest was in the form of trust

point weighted frequency estimates from the matched Additional post-stratification by the form of bequest might

1040 file and the entire beneficiary file were nearly iden- reduce this bias Second we would like to measure the

tical by both sample code and relationship category so variances of our estimates in order to test whether dif

that no more adjustments were indicated Figure com- ferences between the mean values calculated using the

pares selected estimates using the final weighted colla- linked files with adjusted weights and those produced

tion study beneficiary data with those from the weight- using the larger estate tax samples are significant Cal-

adjusted linked 1040 file culating variances however will require significant re

sources given the relative difficulty of producing van-
Figure Mean Value Selected Vaniales

ance estimates for stratified and linked datasets Third
Full Beneficiary File Linked 1040 FIle

the post-stratification results from this work suggest that

the same approach could be used to improve estimates

350
from the annual estate study samples although more

300
research will be needed to determine the appropriate

250 --
post-stratificationclasses

200 _____

150 _____ Future collation studies will be affected by num
100 _____ ber of recent developments SOl has already under-

50 ____ _____ taken collation study of 1998 decedents with much

larger sample size Other developments such as IRS

Direct Trust Bequest to Charitabie efforts to improve the quality of secondary SSNs on the

bequest bequest spouse in bequest IRS Master File and new SOl archive of IMF data for

amount amount trust
long time-series of tax years should reduce some of

Fuii sample the most troubling sources of bias present in the 1992
Fully adjusted hnked sampie
Unadjusted iinked sampie

collation study data base Studies beyond that of 1998

decedents will be limited by recent legislative changes

Conclusion and Future Plans that increase the estate tax filing threshold incremen

tally for decedents who die between 1999 and 2009 and

While the 1992 Estate Collation Study data base has then eliminate the tax entirely for decedents who die

great research potential biases introduced by small after December 31 2009

sample sizes and non-response problems provide sig

nificant challenges Particularly troubling was the ne- References
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